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Abstract. We propose a cognitive vision-based system for the intelli-
gent monitoring of tokamaks during plasma operation, based on multi-
sensor data analysis and symbolic reasoning. The practical purpose is to
detect and characterize in real time abnormal events such as hot spots
measured through infrared images of the in-vessel components in or-
der to take adequate decisions. Our system is made intelligent by the
use of a priori knowledge of both contextual and perceptual information
for ontology-driven event modeling and task-oriented event recognition.
The system is made original by combining both physics-based and per-
ceptual information during the recognition process. Real time reasoning
is achieved thanks to task-level software optimizations. The framework
is generic and can be easily adapted to different fusion device environ-
ments. This paper presents the developed system and its achievements
on real data of the Tore Supra tokamak imaging system.

Keywords: cognitive vision system, infrared monitoring, ontology, multi-
sensor event fusion, thermal event recognition, real-time vision, iter

1 Introduction

Tokamaks are complex devices operated to produce controlled thermonuclear
fusion power by magnetic confinement of a plasma (fully ionized gas) in a torus.
Even if the temperature drastically decreases from core plasma to edge plasma
(from 108 to 104 ◦C), the equilibrium of the plasma discharge requires a di-
rect contact with Plasma Facing Components (PFCs) exposed to very high heat
fluxes in the range of 10-15 MW.m−2. As a consequence, these PFCs must be
continuously monitored to prevent irreversible damages. Infrared (IR) or visi-
ble imaging diagnostics (i.e. sensor data analysis system) are routinely used as
plasma control systems during operation. The developed systems consist of de-
tecting a high increase of the temperature (i.e. of the IR signal) beyond fixed
levels for a set of predefined Regions of Interest (RoIs) [8]. In the perspective of
iter
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for the IR and visible imaging diagnostic, a complementary approach must be
found to alleviate this intensive user-interaction demand. In addition, the future
use of metallic components in iter adds complications in surface temperature
estimation of exposed PFCs because of multiple light reflections, making more
intricate temperature threshold settings.

Therefore, there exists a real need in improving the performance of such
imaging diagnostics. One challenge is to design an intelligent vision system for
automatic recognition of thermal/plasma events (also called phenomena) and to
embed it into the fusion device environments (see Figure 1 for typical thermal
events on two infrared views at Tore Supra). First attempts towards phenomenon
recognition for machine protection issues in visible and IR videos are presented
in [9] and [7]. Murari et al. [9] propose a bottom-up approach for the auto-
matic recognition of two specific events (plasma instability patterns and dust
particles) observed with fast visible and infrared imaging systems during plasma
experiments. Martin et al. [7] propose an approach combining prior knowledge of
perceptual and contextual information for the automatic recognition of electrical
arcing events in infrared videos.

In this paper, we more specifically address the problem of integration of
techniques developed so far for global scene understanding with an emphasize
on real time system requirements. We propose to use a more advanced image
understanding framework based on knowledge driven reasoning. To ensure a high
degree of self-adaptability to varying acquisition conditions, we also propose to
analyze images without assumptions on absolute temperature measurements.
Our framework is inspired from cognitive vision paradigms recently explored [3]
in the field of video surveillance applications [12]. More precisely, we propose a
system that is reusable for different fusion devices, that can handle unforeseen
situations, that can adapt to its environment (i.e. plasma condition awareness),
and that can reason from memorized or learned relevant information.

2 Proposed Approach

Our cognitive vision system must satisfy three major constraints specific to the
fusion device environment. First, it must ensure the maximum security level: a
detected but unclassified event remains potentially dangerous (e.g. an unforeseen
overheating area), and thus should be handled by the machine protection system.
The second constraint refers to the system versatility. Since all fusion devices
provide their own diagnostics (i.e. different types of cameras) and several sets
of possible phenomena (about 20 per machine), creating all the vision tasks
for each environment becomes an intractable task and thus requires to use a
shared formalism for knowledge description of both contextual and perceptual
information. System performance in term of computational time represents the
third major issue since each vision task must fulfill the real time constraint
of the considered fusion device environment. Our vision system meets these
requirements thanks to the following abilities:



Fig. 1. Infrared monitoring of PFCs in the ts tokamak during a plasma discharge.
Temperatures range from 120◦C (blue) to 900◦C (dark red). The bounding boxes rep-
resent manual annotations defined with the help of physicists. BCC stands for Badly

Cooled Component.

Multi-sensor data and event fusion. Wemerge information at different lev-
els. In a first case, the goal is to find cross-correlation between event features
(e.g. similarity between hot spot temperature evolutions) observed at sev-
eral scene locations. In a second case, an event can generally be detected by
several diagnostics (e.g. by IR and visible cameras, by spectroscopy). Com-
bining video events with other sensor events (e.g. a curve peak) helps in
achieving high robustness of the system as illustrated in [12].

Ontology-driven vision task composing. The unification of information and
especially visual and contextual data can be achieved with ontologies, as
demonstrated in [5] and [4]. Our ontology is used to link the different se-
mantic representations related to (1) the diagnostics describing the perceived
environment, (2) the scene observed by the camera network, (3) the plasma
discharge scenario parameters and (4) the phenomena to be recognized by
the system.

Real time vision. To avoid combinatorial explosion of the recognition process
based on multi- event hypothesis solving, most of the reasoning is deter-
ministic and performed during the ontology-driven vision task composing by
means of spatio-temporal and logic constraint propagation. This approach
makes possible task-level optimizations as task pooling and task paralleliza-
tion mandatory for real time reasoning. Real time constraints imposed by
the acquisition systems are also handled thanks to hardware acceleration of
low-level algorithms as describe [6].



2.1 Event modeling for vision task composing

We have developed a software platform dedicated to vision task composing,
tuning and launching called PInUP (Plasma Imaging data Understanding Plat-
form). We propose a formal method to infer the vision task hierarchy from prior
knowledge described in our ontology. One advantage of this method is to perform
two task-level optimizations so as to decrease the CPU loading and thus to save
computational time. The first level concerns task pooling used to avoid multiple
launching of the same vision algorithm (e.g. detection algorithm). The second
level concerns task parallelization which aims at minimizing the length of linear
task sequences and is a prerequisite for CPU multi-threading based computing.

The phenomenon ontology branch (see figure 2) contains the class hierarchy
of interesting events for machine protection purposes. Each event categorization
process is associated with at least one specialized vision task composed of four
pipelined algorithms. The specialization of each algorithm is deduced from the
attributes of the phenomenon ontology branch. The typical event recognition
process consists of:

– A trigger algorithm based on the Plasma scenario attributes such as plasma
states. These attributes describe the necessary plasma conditions for the
event to occur. This algorithm triggers the launching of the event catego-
rization process.

– A low level detection algorithm deduced from Diagnostic attributes attached
to the event. For instance, detection of transient hot spots is performed by
a motion detection algorithm.

– A spatial filtering of detected pixels based on the Scene attributes specifying
the possible locations of the event. We use an interactive 2D scene model
where the user has the possibility to fill symbolic and numerical attributes
attached to each defined zone.

– A set of specialized feature descriptors based on the Visual concept attributes
(e.g. shape, size, time duration, etc.) selected from prior knowledge of the
phenomenon characterization. The corresponding range values are learned
from representative training samples.

This ontology-driven construction process leads to the work flow of vision tasks
presented in figure 3. Currently, a graphical tool let end-users (e.g. diagnosti-
cians) compose the vision task hierarchy in a user-friendly way by means of
component block manipulation.

3 Application to thermal event recognition at Tore Supra

The main purpose of thermal event recognition is to handle unforeseen situations
as unexpected hot spots. People in charge of the experiments can then focus
either on filtered events (e.g. for plasma control issues) or on hot spots remaining
unclassified to check their dangerousness.
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Fig. 2. Part of the ontology developed for thermal event recognition. The five main
branches are represented with corresponding class hierarchies and attributes.
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Fig. 3. Work flow of vision tasks for the four phenomena modeled in figure 2.



3.1 Hot spot detection

Physically, a hot spot is a local area on a PFC where the temperature measured
is above an accepted range of values, and is then considered as overheating. Since
temperature calibration is still an open problem in tokamak environments, we
propose to define the detection of hot spots as a spatial or temporal local image
contrast analysis problem, therefore ensuring a high degree of self-adaptability
to varying acquisition conditions.

Transient hot spot detection Some events can be characterized thanks to
their temporal signature as electrical arcs which last only few dozen of millisec-
onds. A fast change detector based on pixel intensity is then the best appro-
priate solution to discriminate them against the other types of hot spots (see
figure 4(b)). To this end, we adopt a pixel-wise background modeling and sub-
traction technique developed by Butler et al. [2].

Persistent hot spot detection All hot spots lasting more than few dozen of
milliseconds are considered as persistent. Since time is not necessary a discrim-
inant clue for these hot spots, we adopt a local adaptive thresholding technique
for their detection. After extensive tests of state-of-the-art algorithms [10], we
found that the efficient implementation of the Sauvola’s method based on inte-
gral images [11] gives the best results on our data (see figure 4(c)). Using some
improvements for computational purposes, the thresholded image q(x, y) from
an input image I with pixel intensities p(x, y) is such that:

∀(x, y) ∈ I, q(x, y) =

{

0 if p(x, y) < τ(x, y) or p(x, y) ≤ R

255 otherwise
(1)

where

τ(x, y) = µ(x, y) + k
(

µ(x, y)−max
I

(p)
)

(

2σ(x, y)

maxI(p)−minI(p)
− 1

)

(2)

with µ(·) and σ(·) are the average and standard deviation values of pixel intensi-
ties in the spatial neighbourhood centered on (x, y), and R = argmax {hist(I)}.

We have also extended the algorithm to adaptive multi-threshold image seg-
mentation through a n-pass procedure in order to better discriminate very hot
spots inside hot regions as seen in figure 4(c).

3.2 Hot spot categorization

The next steps after detecting hot spots consist in extracting semantic informa-
tion based on their appearance and behaviour. In the scope of machine protection
issues, this step is of primary importance to assess hot spot dangerousness.



(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Hot spot detection results on an infrared image of ts heating antenna (a).
Transient hot spots (b) and persistent hot spots (c) are clearly discriminated thanks
to the two dedicated algorithms.

Persistent Hot Spot Categorization. Among all the modeled thermal events,
one have to pay attention to the reflection event. Indeed, reflections patterns cor-
respond to false hot spots which are not per se dangerous. They can be observed
on reflective materials e.g. copper, stainless steel but generally not carbon con-
sidered closed to a black body behaviour. Reflections appear when PFCs in
direct contact with the plasma experience surface temperature in the range of
1000− 2000◦C. At Tore Supra, reflections arise from hot regions mainly located
on the device floor called the limiter. A direct approach to match a reflection
source and a reflection pattern is to measure the similarity between the temporal
evolutions of their temperature. To this end, we compute the normalized cross-
correlations (NCC) on a sliding time window (SWNCC) of width T between
candidates of both sources f (hot spots on the limiter) and reflection patterns
g (hot spots on metal-made PFCs) using the maximal temperature of each hot
spot as input feature:

SWNCC =
1

T

t
∑

u=t−T

(f(u)− f)(g(u)− g)

σfσg

(3)

with f and g the maximal temperatures of the detected hot spots and f, g, σf , σg

their respective averages and standard deviations over the time period T .
Figure 5 presents the result of multi-camera event feature fusion performed

on two synchronized infrared cameras. The goal is to characterize reflection pat-
terns on the monitored heating antenna while applying radio-frequency (RF)
plasma heating. As seen in figure 5, the temperature evolution of three pat-
terns (no. 32, 38 and 45) are well-correlated (SWNCC>0.9) with the hot spot
pattern detected on the limiter (no. 1) and then can be classified as reflection
patterns. On the contrary, the pattern no. 27 has clearly an independent thermal
behaviour, and will remain classified as persistent hot spot for further analysis
and event classification refinement.

Transient Hot Spot Categorization. We present in figure 6 the result of arc
recognition with infrared and visible imaging diagnostics during a same plasma
discharge.



(a) Hot spot detected on the limiter and
used as heat source for the computation of
SWNCC.

(b) Candidates of reflection
patterns used for the compu-
tation of SWNCC.
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(c) Results of SWNCC (T = 10s) between the temperature evolutions of the
hot spot in (a) and hot spots in (b) during a plasma discharge. Hot spots
detected on metallic components of the heating antenna with a SWNCC>0.9
are considered as reflection patterns.

Fig. 5. Example of multi-camera event feature fusion for the recognition of reflection
patterns based on thermal behaviour cross-correlation.

Fig. 6. Synchronized IR (left) and visible (right) camera views aiming the same PFC
(heating antenna) from different lines of sight inside the ts tokamak. The arc event is
successfully recognized by the system in the two cases.



Although both sensors data and observed scenes are completely different, the
system achieves the recognition of the same arc event appearing in front of the
same heating antenna. This ability of correlating events recognized with several
diagnostics is considered as an essential element for plasma control system reli-
ability in case of unexpected failure of one diagnostic during plasma operation.

4 Validation of Experimental Results

Our vision system is currently implemented on the ts tokamak in parallel of
the existing RoI-based monitoring system. The infrared viewing system is com-
posed of 7 infrared video cameras (320×240 pixels at 50Hz) monitoring one part
of the toroidal limiter and the five RF heating antennas as seen on top of fig-
ure 1 (resp. 1 and 2 ). Our system has been tested and validated with plasma
physicists during the last experimental campaign on about 50 plasma discharges
lasting between 15 and 90 seconds. Performance of arc recognition based on the
presented framework has been evaluated in [7] thanks to existing ground truth
data (visual annotations). Results shows a precision of 98% and a sensitivity
of 92%. The validation of the SWNCC method used for the characterization of
reflection patterns is based on a qualitative comparison with simulated infrared
images obtained with a realistic photonic simulation code described in [1]. Re-
sults shows that recognized reflection patterns are in accordance in terms of
location and size with those found in simulated images. Further quantitative
evaluation using this new simulation tool are foreseen to assess the effectiveness
of the SWNCC method for reflection pattern recognition in different contexts
(i.e. various plasma conditions and monitored PFCs).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrate that a cognitive vision system based on qualitative
imaging analysis can achieve a physical interpretation of observed phenomena
during plasma operation in tokamaks. From a computer vision viewpoint, this
real system is made original by the merging of multiple sources of information
(multi-camera and multi-sensor data fusion) at different levels (pixels and event
features) during the recognition task, its combination of different software op-
timization schemes for real time computations, and the use of ontology-driven
inference mechanisms for system re-usability on different tokamak environments.
The developed software platform is now daily used at Tore Supra during plasma
operation as a computer-aided decision support system and is going to be in-
stalled on jet

4, which is currently the world’s biggest tokamak. On-going work
concerns the system performance evaluation to prepare its integration within
the plasma control system of Tore Supra.

Finally, this pioneer work for the domain is also an opportunity for both com-
puter science and plasma science communities to progress together for preparing
both the safety and physics exploitation of iter.
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